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The rain clouds cover
the sky before the sun
peeks over the horizon.
Calm rain spills into the
puddles and mud on the
Main Quad. Students and
staff are lined up on the
Quad walkway. The line
stretches from Foellinger
Auditorium to the northern
part of the Quad. Despite
the rain lightly beating
down on the crowd, spirits
were high. I cut through
the crowd to get to the
press entrance.
The press line is short.
One man tries to get in,
but his name’s not on the
list. His reporter friend
sympathizes with the
man as he’s turned away.
I get worried about my
credentials. Sure enough,
my name was on the list.
They tell me to throw my
umbrella into an umbrella
pile. A staff member
comments, “someone’s
gonna walk out with a
new umbrella,” a couple
staff members laugh.
Security takes my camera
bag. They get me to take
everything out my pockets

Paxton - Buckley - Loda
High School graduate
Cassidi Nuckols is a
first year student and is
already heavily involved
in activities on Parkland’s
campus.
Currently,
Nuckols is an undecided
major but is considering
an educational major. “If
I had to choose right
now,” Nuckols says “my
major would be physical
education.” She explains
that sports have played
an integral part in her
savannahWEISHAAR
life, hence why physical
Reporter
education seems like
the perfect fit for her.
The UP center sponsors
But it is not just sports, Champaign-Urbana’s 9th
physical activities, and
annual Pride Festival this
competition that make
weekend. The fun filled
physical
education
festivities will start on
so appealing to her. Friday the 14th and
Athletics have provided
continue through Sunday.
Nuckols with various
Friday will kick off Pride
opportunities to volunteer, fest with the Queer Dance
whether through sports, Party starting at 9 p.m. The
games, or after-school
following day will be filled
practices.
“Working
to the brim with things
with kids about sports
to do for anyone and
and physical movement
everyone. Ice House will
always
excited
me,” be having drink specials
Nuckols said. “Helping
all day long starting at
these kids at all of 11 a.m.. However, the
these events for many activities will start at 2 p.m.
years have made me
with Drag Queen Story
realize that I want to go
Hour, followed by several
into physical education. educational panels at Big
I want to continue
Grove Tavern including
teaching kids everything “Biblical Self Defense
I know and help them
Workshop” by CUCC’s
with anything they need.” Reverend Leah RobertsNuckols plans to obtain
Mosser, “Getting to Zero”
her associate’s degree
by CU Public Health,
at Parkland and then “Advocacy and Policy:
transfer to a four year How to Create Change”
university to get her
by
Equality
Illinois’s
bachelor’s degree in
Mike
Ziri,
“Hormone
physical education.
Replacement
Therapy”
Nuckols
chose
by Planned Parenthood’s
Parkland College to
Len Meyer, and “Bisexual
begin her academic
and Pansexual Meet and
career for many different
Greet”. Other activities
reasons. One reason for throughout the day include
a Vendor Fair and Queer
SEE HUMANS PAGE 2 and Trans Clothing Swap

while they scan me with a comprehend,
Obama making progress and, we take our basic rights
metal detector. A police walks on stage and greets “Progress doesn’t just and freedoms for granted,
dog sniffs through the the people of Illinois. He move in a straight line[....] when we turn around
bags on the floor. Security remarks with, “It is good to Throughout our history and stop paying attention,
lets me grab my bag and be home. It’s good to see every two steps forward and stop engaging, and
I walk into the auditorium. corn.” Obama goes on to seems to sometimes stop believing, and look
The auditorium slowly thank everyone at the U of produce one step back.” for the newest diversion,
fills up. I check my camera I who made it possible for There are always people the electronic versions
settings. CNN has an him to speak on this day. who push back for the of bread and circus, then
entire
row
reserved. Obama then gets into sake of the status quo. other voices fill the void.”
Politicians are up front. the heart of his speech, There are people in He makes it clear that
Many people scramble “As a fellow citizen, not positions of power who this appeal to fear is not
over to JB Pritzker. as an Ex-President, but want to stay in power by about Republicans versus
Security scans the room as a fellow citizen, I am keeping the United States Democrats or liberals
in a very professional here to deliver a simple divided and then there versus conservatives. In
manner. The room goes message and that is are many people with no these times, we cannot
quiet in waves as it gets that you need to vote, power who are afraid of afford to be divided and
closer to Obama’s time because our democracy change. Trump was not hateful
towards
our
to speak. Everyone has depends on it.” He goes previously mentioned up friends, families, and
a camera or a phone at on to explain that the until this point, Obama neighbors. He goes over
the ready. First, U of I stakes for this upcoming states, “It did not start the progressive leaps
President, Timothy Killeen, election in November are with Donald Trump, he each political party has
greets
the
audience higher than any other time is a symptom not the made over America’s
and introduces a Junior in his life. Obama also cause.” He implies here history
and
claims,
industrial design student, mentions that this isn’t the that Trump is pushing the “Neither party has been
Amaury
Saulsberry. only time the American status quo like many other exclusively responsible
Amaury gives a wonderful people have had to politicians in the past. for us going backwards
opening, reflecting on the make a tough decision, Trump is making America instead of forwards.” With
impact Barack Obama he affirms, “Democracy step back again. Obama that said, Obama adds
has had on him since the has never been easy.” ultimately says that an that in the last few decades
age of 11 and how Obama As the speech continues, appeal to fear is as old as the politics of division,
has empowered many people are tapping away time and it will not work in resentment, and paranoia
Americans who strive for at keyboards and camera a healthy democracy.
have been pushed by
change. His introduction shutters are constantly
In contrast to a healthy the Republican party. He
for Barack Obama was clicking.
democracy, fear wins gives many examples
short and well executed.
Obama alludes to the when there is a void,
Faster than we could point that America is about Obama explains, “When
SEE PROGRESS PAGE 2

Pride Hits the Streets of Champaign
at Orpheum Children’s
Museum. The official
parade march and main
event will start at 5 p.m.
at the corner of Main
and Walnut Street - with
the lineup starting at 4.
Afterwards, plan to enjoy
free entertainment at
local bars and restaurants
downtown. The afterparty and drag show will
start at 8 p.m. at 51 Main,
Champaign’s popular gay
bar. The festivities will
continue into Sunday with
Drag Brunch at CityView.
A pride after party will also
be held starting at 5 p.m. at
51 Main as well.
Pride events originated
to support the LGBT lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender - community.
According to a CNN
educational piece on the
matter, Pride marches
first began in 1970, a
year after the Stonewall
riots. The Stonewall riots
occurred after police
raided The Stonewall
Inn, a gay bar, in New
York City. New York’s gay
community rebelled after
years of harassment and
ridicule from authorities,
resulting in three days of
neighborhood riots. After
this, the idea of Pride grew,
spreading
nationwide.
One of the very first

		
marches was held in
Chicago. Now, Chicago
is known for hosting one
of the largest PrideFest
celebrations in the United
States. This past June
the city’s Pride Parade
brought roughly one million
people into the streets of
downtown Chicago. While
Champaign’s Pride may
not be quite as big as
Chicago’s, it is the largest
Pride Parade in downstate
Illinois.
For many individuals this
is not only a celebration of
universal love, but also a
celebration of being able to
be completely comfortable
with who you are. The

Photo source: Ludovic Bertron, New York City, Usa
LGBT population is a
very diverse community
- hence the rainbow
symbol - that wants to
include everyone. Even if
one does not identify as
lesbian, gay, bisexual, or
transgender they are more
than welcome to join in the
PrideFest to show support,
understanding, and simply
have a little fun. PrideFest
is meant to include people
from all walks of life.
Not
only
does
Champaign
support
the LGBT community,
but so does Parkland
College. Parkland Pride!
is one of many student
organizations at the college.

According to Parkland’s
official website, “This
group supports lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender,
and questioning students
and seeks to educate
the Parkland community
on issues related to
the LGBTQ population.
Parkland Pride! is open
to all students regardless
of sexual orientation, as
well as to all students
who wish to be allies.”
For more information
and details regarding
this years PrideFest go
to unitingpride.org, and
for more information on
Parkland Pride! visit their
Facebook page.
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Congolese Deputy Lobbies at Parkland College
alyaMcDONALD | Reporter

When former President Barack Obama
spoke to University of Illinois students last
Friday, another political discussion was
occurring on Parkland’s campus.
Parkland received a visit from the Hon.
Zacharie Bababaswe, a member of the
National Assembly of the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DRC), Africa.
Formerly a Congolese journalist living in
Belgium, the Hon. Bababaswe has been
a member of the Congolese Parliament
for the past decade and holds the title
Deputy of the Minority.
Claiming to fund his own travels,
Hon. Bababaswe is now lobbying in
America, speaking to students and to the
Congolese population in the U.S. about
the current political state of the DRC.
Having changed power and name
many times, the Democratic Republic of
the Congo has undergone violent political
duress over the past several decades.
Succeeding his late father, the former
President Laurent-Désiré Kabila in
2001, the current President of the DRC
Joseph Kabila has been in office for the
past seventeen years and has twice
unconstitutionally deferred elections past
his office’s termination date.
With pressure from the U.S., Kabila
announced last month that presidential
elections will be held for the DRC in
December of this year and that he himself

will not run for re-election, according to the
New York Times.
Sponsored by the International Student
Association, a Parkland student club, and
by the Congolese Community Association
of Champaign, the visiting Hon.
Bababaswe gave a lecture about these
pressing political matters to Parkland staff
and faculty, and to members of the local
Congolese community.
The Congolese immigrant population in
the Champaign-Urbana area is significant,
and although there is no direct partnership
between the DRC and Parkland College,
many Parkland students hail from Congo.
“In the past ten years, a lot of Congolese
students have come to Parkland,” says
Amber Landis, a humanities professor
and faculty advisor of the ISA at Parkland.
“Parkland classes are affordable and
accessible to people whose credentials
aren’t recognized in America, or who
may be having trouble finding work due
to a language barrier. Parkland and the
English as a Second Language (ESL)
program are good venues for immigrants
to this country to find a bearing,” Landis
says.
Nicolas Nkiere is a Congolese student
at Parkland College who is specializing in
Computer Engineering and who plans to
transfer to the University of Illinois. Not an
immigrant himself but having chosen to
study in the U.S., Nkiere says that he was
surprised to find such a large community
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of people from the DRC in ChampaignUrbana and especially at Parkland.
“When I first arrived at Parkland, I would
walk down the halls and hear people
speaking Lingala, my native language,”
Nkiere says. “It was almost like being
in a Congolese school. I encounter new
Congolese people here nearly every two
weeks.”
A handful of Congolese attended the
lecture given by the Hon. Bababaswe at
Parkland last week, and their reactions to
the Deputy were mixed.
During the question and answer portion
of the program controversial questions
arose about the true political standing
of the speaker. Many attendees were
concerned about of his recent change of
party, having worked for President Kabila
until 2014. The speaker was quick to Zacharie Bababaswe 			
defend his current position of Deputy of
Photo source: Amber Landis
the Minority.
Other questions included what plans them, “I am very proud of those who go
are in place for the development of the to school here. Learn, get diplomas, go
Congo, how dual-citizenship laws will be back to Congo.”
handled, and who is behind the misery in
When asked what young people can do
the Congo.
to get involved with the election, the Hon.
“The biggest problem in Congo is a Bababaswe called to them to organize
lack of compassion and action for peace,” themselves.
Bababaswe said. “The first enemies of
“There are only four candidates under
the Congolese are Congolese. Most of the age of 40 who are running for the
our leaders are corrupted; it is hard to fire presidency, and they have no support,”
a group of corrupted leaders.”
Bababaswe said.
The Hon. Bababaswe addressed
The elections are set to occur on the
Congolese students at Parkland, telling 23rd of December 2018.

loving it,” Nuckols mentions “I saw the “Basketball is great! The girls are not
opportunity to live in Champaign to be only crazy talented but they are such
more involved with everything that goes amazing people,” she says. Nuckols
on here at Parkland. It’s an amazing describes her teammates as caring and
college experience.” Nuckols really always ready and willing to help her
her attendance is that she is from a small enjoys Parkland and is glad she made out. Not only have her teammates been
town just 30 miles north of Parkland. the decision to live on campus.
helping her out, so have her coaches.
Because the campus is convenient,
Nuckols is also a part of Parkland’s “The coaches are amazing as well,” she
she is still able to see her friends and Women’s Basketball team. Basketball says. “They help all of us with great
family from her hometown. Nuckols also practices are in full swing for the first- feedback to improve our skills.” Nuckols
states that when she visited Parkland year student. Every Tuesday and describes college basketball as being
for the first time, everyone on campus Thursday Nuckols attends team lifts different from high school basketball.
was friendly. “Everyone was so nice and and attends practices in the afternoon. The game is faster and the girls are
welcoming, the campus was nicely taken “For the whole month of August we were stronger. But, Nuckols is thankful for
care of, and it always had a positive vibe assigned to run six miles every week her teammates as they push her to work
everywhere,” Nuckols claims.
and to get 500 shots up every week,” harder and improve her basketball skills
One of Nuckols’ goals for her college Nuckols says. The team also has to everyday. She is hopeful everything that
experience was to develop as an obtain four hours of study hall time and transpires in the upcoming season will
individual. Part of making that goal a turn those hours in to their coach.
help learn, grow, and better herself as a
reality was Parkland’s student housing
Nuckols explains that the basketball teammate and person.
facility, Parkland Point. “Right now I team is probably one of her favorite
Nuckols thinks all Parkland students
am living at Parkland Point and am things about attending Parkland. should take advantage of one thing
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of how the Republican party has gone
against their original conservative values
and have become radical. One example
of this is how the Republicans wouldn’t
allow policies that benefit working class
families or medical care for seniors to
be passed due to the deficit crisis, but
now give 1.5 trillion dollar tax breaks to
the wealthy, who don’t need it, while the
deficit is higher than it was when Obama
was in office. Republicans also made it
so that America is the only country in the
world to pull out of the Paris Agreement.
Neither North Korea nor even Syria is
out of the Paris Agreement. Obama asks,
“What happened to the Republican party?”
Republicans are acting in government
with no checks or balances, but in two
months the American people can change
this. Obama makes it clear that we can’t
stay divided, “We can’t just put walls up all
around America.” He argues that in order
to solve problems and make lives better
we need a well functioning government,
we need our civic institutions to work,
and we need to cooperate despite our
political persuasions. People need

to come together instead of tearing
each other apart. The real enemy of
democracy in our political climate is our
division. In order to restore democracy
we need to build bridges between
political differences, not walls.
This speech is well delivered and
anyone interested should give it watch.
His rhetoric isn’t for everyone as it is
clearly anti-Trump. Even the most ardent
Trump supporters can see what Obama
has to say about the radical shift in the
Republican party holds true. Why do we
have to enforce a dichotomy of political
beliefs in place of political conversation?
It’s easy to be biased, but it is more
fulfilling and logical to be more open
minded toward policies that counter your
political beliefs.
The speech was over, so I exit through
the door I came in from. The reporter
sitting next to me is looking in a pile of
umbrellas for hers but can’t find it. She
walks away drenched in the rain. I was
lucky enough to still have mine and I
need it for the walk home. Outside the
air is humid with the heat of a warming
climate. Behind the auditorium hundreds
of students crowd around in the pouring
rain hoping to get a picture of the former
President.

while here. “I think that all Parkland
students should get involved in the study
lab,” she says. “It is a great place to do
homework, meet up with classmates
or to meet new people.” The Center
for Academic Success is located in
room 120 of Parkland’s D-Wing. This is
where Nuckols goes to study and do all
of her homework. She also appreciates
having teachers in the study lab who are
there to answer questions and help with
any homework needs. “It is such a great
thing to have,” Nuckols states.
Overall Nuckols thoroughly enjoys
Parkland College. Parkland has already
presented the student athlete with
so many diverse opportunities. From
meeting new friends and engaging in
athletics to growing as an individual and
obtaining a quality education, Parkland
has been the right choice for her.

IF BAKING

FRESH BREAD
EVERY 4 HOURS

MAKES US FREAKS

FREAK YEAH

™

WE’RE FREAKS

FULLDOME LIGHT SHOWS
BACKYARD ASTRONOMY
WORKSHOP
PRAIRIE SKIES
KALER SCIENCE LECTURES
SPECIAL HOLIDAY SHOWS
for the full schedule, visit
parkland.edu/planetarium
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VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM
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theatre

AT PARKLAND COLLEGE

2018-2019 Season

The Servant of Two Masters
by Carlo Goldoni
September 27–October 7
Second Stage Theatre

“A modern mash-up between traditional Italian commedia del’arte and modern day sit-coms, this new
version of Goldoni’s classic pits the madcap servant Truffaldino against masters, mistresses, lovers,
lawyers and twenty-seven plates of fast food. Imagine a Bob Hope comedy written by Monty Python
and performed with likes of Chaplin or Keaton.”

The Musical Comedy Murders of 1940
by John Bishop
November 8-18
Harold and Jean Miner Theatre

When their latest Broadway musical closes after the murder of three chorus girls, the writers and
stars escape to Westchester to work on their next hit. Unfortunately, the murderer has followed them
upstate! A comedy about murders, secret identities, and the Golden Age of Broadway, The Musical
Comedy Murders of 1940 is a modern classic in the vein of Clue and Murder by Death.

Come Blow Your Horn

(The 28th Annual Student Production)
by Neil Simon
Second Stage Theatre
February 7–17
Our 28th Annual Student Production will feature a student director and all-student staff. Come Blow
Your Horn is the story of Alan and Buddy Baker, two brothers who could not be more different.
Younger brother Buddy longs for the playboy lifestyle his elder brother Alan leads. However, as Buddy
transforms into the swinging mirror image of Alan, Alan finds himself falling in love for the first time.
This hilarious comedy launched the career of its internationally famous playwright, Neil Simon.

The New Mel Brooks Musical: Young Frankenstein

by Mel Brooks
April 4–21
Harold and Jean Miner Theatre
Welcome to Transylvania! A hilarious musical adaptation of the beloved Mel Brooks movie, Young
Frankenstein is the story of Frederick Frankenstein, grandson of the infamous mad scientist. When
Frederick inherits his grandfather’s castle–complete with mysterious passages and secret labs–he
decides to follow in his grandfather’s footsteps by bringing the dead back to life.

For more information visit parkland.edu/theatre

Carlo Goldoni’s

THE SERVANT
you’re how close
to
graduation?!
you’re
how close

OF TWO MASTERS
Translated and Adapted by

Jeffrey Hatcher & Paolo Emilio Landi
Directed by Michael O’Brien

to graduation?!

degree completion day
wed oct 3
9:30am–1:30pm
parkland college student
union
see which universities
guarantee junior-level transfer status with a
completed associate’s degree
for more information contact admissions
217/351-2482
admissions@parkland.edu

• academic advising available
• learn how to track your
progress toward your
degree or certificate
• confirm your degree
program
• complete your petition to
graduate form
• giveaways, refreshments,
and WPCD-FM live streaming!

PARKLAND
COLLEGE

September 27, 28, 29, October 5, 6 at 7:30pm
September 30 and October 7 at 3pm
RESERVATIONS:
parkland.edu/theatre
217/351-2528

theatre
AT PARKLAND COLLEGE
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PARKLAND
Rediscover Your Sense of
Humor with C-U Comedy
ashleyHOUSE | Reporter

C-U Comedy Club was the brainchild of
Jesse Tuttle, a local Champaign-Urbana
comic, who gained the inspiration back
in 2009 from a dissatisfaction with open
mic nights hosted at Memphis on Main.
“There were times when we were lucky
if there were 10 people there,” Tuttle
commented. “I took it over pretty quickly...
It became more about branding.” Tuttle
realized it should no longer just be
open mic nights in Champaign, but
C-U Comedy Club’s Open Mic Nights,
a more recognizable brand to label
shows under. This helped with booking
shows in other cities in Illinois for C-U
regulars, such as Jesse himself and his
twin brother Justin, who very quickly
got involved with getting their brand off
the ground by creating the website and
logos.
In addition to hoping to launch careers
for local comedians, C-U Comedy has
lately been looking to expanding its
efforts to raise awareness for mental
health in our community. Jesse Tuttle
recently had an eye opening experience,
which again struck a chord of inspiration
within him, this time one that emboldened
him to lend service and support to
those struggling with mental health
issues. Tuttle shared with a crowd last
week that he himself had experienced
hospitalization. While he did not go into
much detail on what lead up to this, he
shared an uplifting message during his
five minutes on stage. “I realized I had
lost my sense of humor,” he stated. “So I
vowed to never lose my sense of humor
again. And I think that’s so important.
No matter what happens to you or what
gets you down, you can never ever lose

Photo source: Jesse Tuttle

Clark Bar			
your sense of humor.” When I sat down
with him after the show, we spoke of the
good and not so good sides of mental
health centers and services available. “I
think they can do a lot more harm than
good,” Tuttle said. “There’s got to be a
way that we can make their stays better
there.”
Tuttle shared with me that while he
hasn’t had time yet to really sit down
and hash out a plan on how get involved
with mental health centers, he did have
a few ideas on where to start. First and
foremost, Tuttle wants to get in touch
with centers in the area and work out
a way to provide something as simple
as Diet Coke to the patients within,
as a simple comfort item. “I saw how
much that helped some of the people,

just having something familiar,” he
commented. Tuttle is also toying with
the idea of dedicating specific ticketed
comedy shows to raising money to help
cover the cost of inpatient stays, as well
as medication and appointments. “What
happens if you don’t apply for Medicaid
or the program, you’re going to go into
debt,” Tuttle says. “There has to be
something locally we can do.” While this
new project is still in its infancy, Tuttle
is excited to continue researching ways
to get involved and begin implementing
them as soon as possible. He is open
to all possibilities right now, only
wishing to ease some of the burden
on the community, and is accepting
suggestions or volunteer inquiries via
email.

Parkland students looking for a fun
night out, an interesting new hobby, or a
new way to get involved in the community
can look no further than the ChampaignUrbana Comedy Club. Open Mic Nights
are hosted at the Clark Bar in downtown
Champaign and are free to the general
public every Wednesday and Thursday
night at 9pm. Ticketed shows happen
on either Friday or Saturday nights
at the C-U Comedy Club, located in
Soma. Tickets for these shows can
be purchased online or at the door for
anywhere from $10-$20 per show.
If you are interested in learning about
Open Mic Nights or ticketed shows, or
about how you can get involved, visit
cucomedy.com or email Jesse Tuttle at
jesse@cucomedy.com.

2018 PARKLAND COLLEGE FALL SPORTS SCHEDULES

2018 VOLLEYBALL

2018 MEN’S SOCCER

Aug 11		 Parkland Alumni Matches
Aug 16		UIS
Aug 20		 Lewis University
Aug 21		 Wesleyan University
Aug 24–25		 Wisconsin Dells Invite
Aug 31–Sept 2 Owens Tournament
Sept 5		 Lincoln Land
Sept 7–8		 Kirkwood Tournament
Sept 12		 John Wood
Sept 14–15		 SW Illinois Tournament
Sept 18		 Lewis & Clark
Sept 21–23		 Parkland College Classic
Sept 30		 Parkland Tri-Match
Oct 5–6		 DMACC Tournament
Oct 10		 Illinois Central
Oct 13		 M-WAC Tournament
Oct 19–20		 Lincoln Land Tournament
Oct 24		 Parkland Tri-Match
Oct 26–27		 Parkland Halloween Challenge
Oct 31		 Regional Semi-Finals
Nov 3		 Regional Finals
Nov 16–18		 National Tournament

Aug 12
Aug 18
Aug 23
Aug 24
Aug 26
Sept 1
Sept 2
Sept 8
Sept 11
Sept 18
Sept 22
Sept 29
Oct 3
Oct 8
Oct 13
Oct 17
Oct 21
Oct 24–28
Nov 3

2018 WOMEN’S SOCCER

Springfield Stars
Lake Michigan
Iowa Central
St. Charles		
St. Louis		
Ancilla			
Hawkeye			
Lewis & Clark		
Heartland			
ICC			
Jefferson
John Wood
Lincoln Land
U of Indy Reserves
College of DuPage
SWIC
(pending) U of I Club
Region 24 		
Districts

Aug 18
Aug 23
Aug 30
Sept 2
Sept 7
Sept 8
Sept 11
Sept 13
Sept 18
Sept 22
Sept 25
Sept 29
Oct 1
Oct 4
Oct 9
Oct 23–28
Nov 3

Olivet Nazarene		
Iowa Central		
St. Charles		
Hawkeye		
Jackson College		
Monroe			
Heartland			
Lewis & Clark
ICC			
Moraine Valley		
Kaskaskia			
John Wood			
Scott CC			
SWIC			
Trinity International
Region 24 Tournament
District Tournament

Free admission to all home events with a Parkland College ID!
Corrections: We strive to publish fair and accurate
information. Please let us know if you believe a correction to
published content is in order.
Grammar Suggestions: If you find incorrect or otherwise
unclear grammar or wording in any articles, please do not
hesitate to let us know.
Letters to the Editor: Contributions must be original work
by the contributor, typed, include the contributor’s name,
and sent to prospectus@parkland.edu. Please include
the words “letter to the editor” in the subject line of your
email. The Prospectus reserves the right to edit or deny any
contributions.
Employment: If you are interested in working with the
Prospectus, go to prospectusnews.com, click on the “Work
with us!” tab, review our employment requirements, and
submit the completed application form. Alternatively, you
can stop by Student Life to pick up a paper application.
Advertising: Interested in advertising with us? Go to
prospectusnews.com/advertising for information on our
advertising policies and to view our 2018–2019 Media Kit
and Rate Card.

thePROSPECTUS

Parkland’s campus-wide student newspaper
since 1968
Room U111
2400 W. Bradley Ave.
Champaign, IL 61821
prospectus@parkland.edu
217/351-2492
The Prospectus works to proliferate information
relevant to Parkland-goers and provide its
student workers with a space conducive to the
learning environment.
The Prospectus is Parkland College’s campus-wide student
newspaper, and has been in constant production since late
1968. Our reporters and editors are exclusively students
of Parkland College with a variety of majors and career
interests, not just communications and journalism. We set
out to provide an outlet for students to further develop their
writing, photography, communication, time management,
and critical thinking skills while producing a quality, trusted
source of news for Parkland-goers. The Prospectus
publishes weekly during Parkland’s spring and fall semesters
and three times during the summer semester.

thePROSPECTUS Staff
aylaMcDonald - Reporter
paulBenson - Reporter
emmaFleming - Reporter
savannahWeishaar - Reporter
ashleyHouse - Reporter
morganParrish - Photographer
lisaKesler - Publication Editor
adamRahn - Managing Editor
jasonNeff - Designer

Did you know?
All unused issues of the Prospectus are
recycled or donated to the Parkland College
Veterinary Technology program.

